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Preface 

Another book for the student of art to read? I can only echo 
William James's report of the unwed mother's defense: "It's such a 
little baby." The title and the table of contents adequately reveal the 
subject of this book; if the chapters themselves fail to please and 
instruct, and if the ten questions listed on the inside front cover do 
not help to produce better essays, no preface will avail. 

Still, a few additional words may be useful. Everyone knows 
that students today do not write as well as they used to. Probably 
they never did, but it is a truth universally acknowledged (among 
English teachers) that the cure is not harder work from instructors 
in composition courses; rather, the only cure is a demand, on the 
part of the entire faculty, that students in all classes write decently. 
But instructors outside of departments of English understandably 
say that they lack the time - and perhaps the skill - to teach 
writing in addition to, say, art. This book may offer a remedy. 
Students who read it - and it is short enough to be read in addition 
to whatever readings the instructor regularly requires - should be 
able to improve their essays, partly by studying the principles ex
plained (e.g., on tone, paragraphing, and manuscript form) and 
partly by studying the short models throughout the book. It con
tains three essays by students, two by professors, and numerous 
paragraphs from published scholars such as Rudolf Arnheim, Al
bert Elsen, Anne Hollander, Meyer Schapiro, and Leo Steinberg. 
These discussions should help students to understand the sorts of 
things one says, and the ways one says them, when writing about 
art. After all, people do write about art, not only in the classroom 
but in learned journals, catalogs, and even in newspapers and mag
azines. 

vii 
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hand side of the painting, which is accentuated by the lack of 
expression in the faces of the other figures." Golding does this in 
order to support his assertion that "the first impression made by 
the Dcmoiselles . .. is one of violence and unrest." The point, then, 
is not to repress or to disguise one's personal response but to sug
gest that this response is not eccentric and private. Golding can 
safely assume that his response is tied to the object, and he can also 
safely assume that we share his initial response because he cites evi
dence that pretty much compels us to feel as he does. Here, as in 
most good criticism, we get what has been called "persuasive de
scription." 

Understandably, instructors would rather hear the evidence 
than hear assertions about the writer's feelings, but to say that a 
writer does not keep repeating "I feel" is not to say that "I" cannot 
be used. Nothing is wrong with occasionally using "I," and notice
able avoidances of it - "It is seen that," "this writer," "we," and 
the like - suggest an offensive sham modesty; still, too much talk 
of 'T' makes a writer sound like an egomaniac. 

2 
Analysis 

ANALYTICAL THINKING: 
SEEING AND SAYING 

An analysis is, literally, a separating into parts in order 
to understand the whole. You might, for example, analyze 
Michelangelo's marble statue David (p. 16) by considering 

its sources (in the Bible, in Hellenistic sculpture , in Donatello's 
bronze David, and in the ideas of the age - e.g., David as a 
civic hero and David as the embodiment of Fortitude ) 

its material (marble lends itself to certain postures but not to 

others, and marble has an effect - in texture and color - that 
granite or bronze or wood does not have) 

its pose (which gives it its outline, its masses, and its enclosed 
spaces or lack of them) 

its facial expression 

its nudity (a nude Adam is easily understandable, but why a 
nude David?) 

its size (here, in this over-life-size figure, man as hero ) 

its original site 

and anything else you think the sculpture consists of - or does not 
consist of, for Michelangelo, unlike his predecessor Donatello , 
does not include the head of the slain Goliath, and thus Michelan
gelo's image is not explicitly that of a conquering hero. Or you 
might confine your attention to any one of these elements. 

Analysis, of course, is not a process used only in talking about 
art. It is commonly applied in thinking about almost any complex 
matter. Martina Navratilova plays a deadly game of tennis. What 

15 
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M. l l I Dav,·d 1501-4 Marble 13'5". Accademia, Florence. 1c1e ange o , ' . , 
(Photograp h courtesy of H. W. Janson ) 

Analyti cal Tlzi11ki11g: Seeing a11d Sayi 11g 17 

Mi chelang elo , The Creation of Adam, 1508-12. Fresco, 9'2" X 18' 8". 
Sistine Chapel, Vatican Ci ty. (The Vatican Mus eums ) 

mak es it so good? How docs her backhand contri bute? Wh at do cs 
her serv e do to her opponents? Th e relevan ce of such quest ions is 
clear. Similarly, it make s sense, if you are writing about art, to try 
to sec the components of the work. 

Herc is a very short analysis of one aspect of one of Mich el
angelo's painting s, The Creatio11 of Adam (1508-12), on the ceiling 
of th e Sistine Chapel. Th e writer's thesis, or point that underlies his 
analysis, is, fir st, tha t the lines of a pattern say somethin g, com
muni cate something to the viewer, and, seco nd , that the viewer 
does not mer ely see the patt ern but experiences it, participat es in it. 

Th e "sto ry" of Miche lang elo 's Creation of Adam, on the ceiling 
of the Sistine Chapel in Rome, is und erstood by every reade r of the 
boo k of Genesis. J3ut eve n the story is modified in a way that mahs 
it mo re comprehensible and impr essive to the eye . The Crea tor, in
stead of breathing a living soul into the body of clay - a motif not 
easi ly tr anslata ble into an express ive pattern - reac hes out towa rd 
the arm of Adam as though an animating spark, leapin g from fin
gert ip to finge rtip, were tran smitte d fro m the maker to the creature. 
The br idge of the arm visua lly con nects two separate wo rlds : the 
self-conta ined compactness of the man tle that encloses Go d and is 
given forward mo tion by the diagonal of his body; and the incom -
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piece, flat slice of the earth, whose passivity is expressed in the back
ward slant of its contour. There is passivity also in the concave curve 
over which the body of Adam is molded. It is lying on the ground 
and enabled partly to rise by the attractive power of the approaching 
creator. The desire and potential capacity to get up and walk are 
indicated as a subordinate theme in the left leg, which also serves as 
a support of Adam's arm, unable to maintain itself freely like the 
energy-charged arm of God. 

Our analysis shows that the ultimate theme of the image, the 
idea of creation, is conveyed by what strikes the eye first and con
tinues to organize the composition as we examine its details. The 
structural skeleton reveals the dynamic theme of the story. And since 
the pattern of transmitted, life-giving energy is not simply recorded 
by the sense of vision but presumably arouses in the mind a corre
sponding configuration of forces, the observer's reaction is more 
than a mere taking cognizance of an external object. The forces that 
characterize the meaning of the story come alive in the observer and 
produce the kind of stirring participation that distinguishes artistic 
experience from the detached acceptance of information. 

Rudolf Arnheim, Art and Visual Perception, 
New Version (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1974), pp. 458-60 

Notice that Arnheim does not discuss color , or the Renais
sance background, or the place of the work in its site or in Michel
angelo's development, though any or all of these are fit topics also. 
He has chosen to analyze the effect of only one element, but his 
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paragraphs are an analysis, an attemp t to record perceptions and to 
reflect on them. 

SUBJECT MATTER AND CONTENT 

Before we go on to analyze some of the ways in which art 
communicates, we can take a moment to distinguish between the 
subject matter of a work and the content or meaning. (Later in this 
chapter, on pp. 52-57, we will see that the content or meaning is 
expressed through the style or form, but it is best to postpone dis
cussion of those difficult terms for as long as possible.) 

Something has already been said (p. 11) on iconology, the 
study of artistic images and the cultural thoughts and attitudes that 
they reflect. For example, two pictures of the same subject matter 
- the Crucifixion - can express different meanings: One picture 
can show Christ's painful death (head drooping to one side , eyes 
closed, brows and mouth contorted, arms pulled into a V by the 
weight of the body, body twisted into an S shape); the other can 
show Christ's conquest of death (eyes open, face composed, arms 
horizontal, body relatively straight and self-possessed). The subject 
matter in both is the same - the Crucifixion - but the meaning 
or content is utterly different. 

Or, to turn to another genre, if we look at some nineteenth
century landscapes we may see (aided by Barbara Novak's Nature 
and Culture: American Landscape and Painting 1825-1875 ) that the 
subject matter of skies streaked with red and yellow embodies a 
content that can be described, at least roughly, as the grandeur of 
God. Perhaps Paul Klee was trying to turn our attention from sub
ject matter to content when he said, "Art does not reproduce the 
visible; rather, it makes visible." The content, one might say, is the 
subject matter transformed or recreated or infused by intellect and 
feeling with meaning - in short, the conten t is a meaning made 
visible. This is what Henri Matisse was getting at when he said that 
drawing is "not an exercise of particular dexterity but above all a 
means of expressing intimate feelings and moods." 

Even abstract or nonobjective art, one can argue, makes vis-
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iblc the artist's inner experiences and thus has a subject matter that 
conveys a meaning. Consider Picasso's words: "There is no abstract 
art. You must always start with something. Afterward you can re
mo ve all traces of reality. There is no danger then, anyway, because 
the idea of the object will have left an indelible mark. It is what 
started the artist off, exci ted his ideas, and stirred up his emotions. 
Ideas and emot ion s will in the end be prisoners in his work." This 
seems entirely reasonable. A bit less reasonable, but still only an 
exaggeration rather than an utter falsehood, is Vassily Kandinsky's 
remark: "The impact of an acute triangle on a sphere generates as 
much emotiona l impact as the meeting of God and Adam in Mi
chelangelo's Creation." In this exaggerat ion Kandinsky touches on 
the truth that a painting conveys more than the objec ts that it rep
resents. Still, lest we go to o far in searchin g for a content in or 
behind or under the subject matter, we should recall a story. In the 
1920s the poet Paul Eluard was eloquently talking to Joan Miro 
about wha t Eluard took to be a solar symbo l in one of Mir6's paint
ings. After a decent interval Mir6 replied, "That's not a solar sym 

bol. It is a potato." 
Speaking metaphorically, we can say that the meaning or con

tent of a work of art is conveyed in the lang11age of the art. For 
example, a picture with short, choppy, angular lines wi ll "say" 
something different from a picture with gentle curves, eve n though 
the subject matter (let's say a woman sitt ing at a table) is approxi
mately the same. When Klee spoke of "going for a wa lk w~th a 
line," he had in mind a line's ability (so to speak) to move qmckly 
or slowly , assertively or tentatively. Of course many of the words 
we use in talkin g about lines - or shapes or colors - arc meta
phoric. If, for instance, we say that a line is "agitated" or ''.nervous" 
or "tentat ive" or "bo ld" we arc not implying that the hn c 1s literally 
alive and endowed w ith feelings. We are really talking about the 
way in which we perceive the line, or, more precisely, we are set
tin g forth our inference abo ut what the artist int ended or in fact 
produced, but such talk is entirely legitimate. 

Are the lines of a drawing thick or thin, broken or unbroken? 
A soft pencil drawing on pale gray paper will say something dif
ferent from a pen drawing made with a relatively stiff reed nib on 
bright wh ite paper; at the very least the medium and the subdu ed 
contrast of the one arc quieter th an those of the other. Similarly, a 
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painting with a rough surface built up with vigorous or agitated 
brush strokes will not say the same thing - will not have the same 
meaning - as a painting with a smooth, polished surface that gives 
no evidence of the brush. If nothing else, the painting that gives 
evidence of brush strokes announces the presence of the painter, 
whereas the polished surface seems to eliminate the painter from 
the painting. For obv ious examples, compare a work by an Action 
painter of the late 1940s and the 1950s such as Jackson Pollock (the 
marks on the canvas almost let us see the painter in the act of brush
ing or dribbling or spatte ring the pigment) with a work by a Pop 
artist such as Andy Warhol or Robert Indiana. Pop artists tended 
to favor commonplace images (e.g., Campbell's soup cans) and im 
personal media such as the serigraph . Their works call to mind not 
the individual artist but anonymous comme rcial art and the ma
chine, and these commerc ial, mec hanical associations are part of the 
meaning of the works . Such works express what Warhol said in 
1968: "The reason I'm painting this way is because I want to be a 
machine." 

ASKING QUESTIONS TO GET ANSWERS 

The painter Ad Reinhardt once said that "Looking is not as 
simple as it looks." What are some of the basic things to look for 
in trying to acquire an understanding of the languages of art, that 
is, in trying to understand w hat a work of art expresses? Matisse 
has a comment on how all of the parts of a work contribute to the 
whole: "Expression to my way of thinking does not consist of the 
passion mirrored upon a human face or betrayed by a violent ges
ture . The whole arrangement of my picture is expressive. The place 
occupied by figures or objects, the empty spaces around them, th e 
proportions, every thin g plays a part." 

One can begin a discussion of this comp lex business of 
expression in the arts almost anywhere, but let 's begin w ith some 
basic questions that can be asked of almost any wo rk of art -
whether a painting or a drawing or a sculptur e or even a building. 

What is my first response to the work? (Later yo u may modify or 
even reject this response, but begin by tr ying to stud y it.) 
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Whe11 and where was the work made' Does it reveal the qualities 
that your textbook attributes to the culture? (Don't assume that it 
does; works of art have a way of eluding easy generalizations.) 

Where would the work originally have been seen? Perhaps in a 
church or a palace, or a bourgeois home, but surely not in a mu
seum or a textbook. For Picasso, "The picture-hook is the ruina
tion of a p~inting .... As soon as (a painting] is bought and hung 
on a wall, 1t takes on quite a different significance, and the painting 
is done for." 

What purpose did the work serve? To stimulate devotion? To 
enhance family pride? To teach? To delight? Does the work present 
a likeness, or express a feeling, or illustrate a mystery? 

In what condition has the work survived' Is it exactly as it left the 
artist's hands, or has it been damaged, repaired, or in some way 
altered? What evidence of change do I see? 

What is the title? Does it help to illuminate the work? Sometimes 
1t 1s useful to ask yourself, What would I call the work? Picasso 
called one of his early self-portraits Yo Picasso, i.e., "I Picasso," 
rather than, say, Portrait of the Artist, and indeed his title goes well 
with the depicted self-confidence. Charles Demuth called his pic
ture of a grain elevator in his hometown of Lancaster, Pennsylva
ma, My Egypt, a title that nicely evokes both the grandeur of the 
object (the silo shafts and their cap resemble an Egyptian temple) 
and a sense of irony (Demuth, longing to be in New York or Paris, 
was "in exile" in Lancaster). But note that many titles were not 
given to the work by the artist, and some are positively misleading. 
Rembrandt's Night Watch was given that name at the end of the 
eighteenth century, when the painting had darkened; it is really a 
daytime scene. And we have already noticed, on page 3, that one's 
response to a Rembrandt painting may differ, depending on wheth
er it is titled Self Portrait with Saskia or The Prodigal Son. Finally, 
one should recall that some painters have changed the titles of their 
works; Edvard Munch first called a picture Woman Kissing the Neck 
of a Man, but later he accepted as its title the suggestion of a friend, 
The Vampire. 

If you ask yourself such questions, answers (at least tentative 
answers) will come to mind. In short, you will have something to 
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say, something to write when called on to write. Here are some 
additional questions to ask, first on drawing and painting, then on 
sculpture, architecture, and photography. 

Drawings and Paintings 

What is the subject matter? What (if anything ) is happening? 

Baudelaire said that a portrait is "a model complicated by an 
artist." A portrait, one can say, is not simply a representation; it is 
also a presentation. In a given portrait, how much of the figure does 
the artist show, and how much of the available space does the artist 
cause the figure to occupy? What effects are thus gained? What do 
the clothes, furnishings, accessories (swords, dogs, clocks, and so 
forth), background, and angle of the head or the posture of the head 
and body (as well as the facial expression, of course) contribute to 

our sense of the personality (intense, or cool, or inviting, or what
ever) of the figure portrayed? Does a given artist present a strong 
sense of a social class (as Frans Hals does in his portraits), or a 
strong sense of an independent inner life (as Rembrandt does)? Is 
the view frontal, three-quarter, or profile? (It is usually held that a 
three-quarter view affords the artist the greatest opportunity to re
veal personality.) Is the figure related to the viewer, perhaps by a 
glance or gesture? If frontal, does it seem to face us in a godlike 
way, seeing all? If three-quarter, does it suggest motion? If profile, 
is the emphasis decorative, or psychological? If the picture is a dou
ble portrait, does the artist reveal what it is that ties the two figures 
together? 

It is sometimes said that every portrait is a self-portrait; does 
this portrait seem to reveal the artist in some way? Does the por
trait, in fact, reveal anything at a!P Looking at John Singer Sar
gent's portrait entitled General Sir Ian Hamilton, the critic Roger Fry 
said, "I cannot see the man for the likeness." Sargent, by the way, 
said that he saw an animal in every sitter. 

(For a student's discussion of two portraits by Copley, see 
page 73. For a professional art historian's discussion of Van Dyck's 
portrait of Charles I, see page 103.) 

If the picture is a still life, does it suggest opulence, or does 
it suggest humble domesticity and the benefits of moderation? 
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Does it imply transience, perhaps by a clock or a burnt-out candle, 
or even merely by the perishable nature of the objects (food, flow
ers) displayed? If the picture shows a piece of bread and a glass of 
wine flanking a vase of flowers, can the bread and wine perhaps be 
eucharistic symbols, the picture as a whole representing life-ever
lasting achieved through grace? Is there a contrast between the in
ertness and sprawl of a dead animal and its vibrant color or texture;, 
Docs the work perhaps even suggest, as some of Chardin's dead 
rabbits do, something close to a reminder of the Crucifixion? Or is 
all of this allegorizing irrelevant? 

In a landscape, what is the relation between human beings 
and nature? Are the figures at case in nature, or are they dwarfed 
by it? Are they earthbound, beneath the horizon, or (because the 
viewpoint is low) do they stand out against the horizon and perhaps 
seem in touch with the heavens, or at least with open air? If there 
are woods, are these woods threatening or are they an inviting place 
of refuge? Exactly what makes these woods either threatening or 
inviting? If there is a clearing, is the clearing a vulnerable place or 
is it a place of refuge from ominous woods? Do the natural objects 
in the landscape somehow reflect the emotions of the figures;, If the 
landscape, as in many seventeenth-century Dutch paintings, seems 
highly realistic, is it also in some ways expressive of spiritual 
forces? Does the painting emphasize the play of light and the in
substantiality of objects in beautiful spaces, as is usual in the work 
of Claude Lorrain, Turner, and Monet, or docs it emphasize the 
volume - of hills and trees for example - as is usual in the work 
of Poussin and van Gogh? 

Are the contour lines (outlines of shapes) strong and hard, 
or arc they irregular, indistinct, fusing the objects or figures with 
the surrounding space? 

What does the medium (the substance on which the artist 
acted) contribute? If a drawing has been made with a wet medium 
(e.g., ink applied with a pen, or washes applied with a brush), what 
has the degree of absorbency of the paper contributed? Are the lines 
of uniform width, or do they sometimes swell and sometimes di
minish, either abruptly or gradually? (Quills and steel pens are 
more flexible than reed pens.) If the drawing has been made with 
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a dry medium (e.g., silvcrpoint, charcoal, chalk, or pencil), what 
has the smoothness or roughness of the paper contributed? (When 
crayon is rubbed over textured paper, bits of paper show through, 
suffusing the dark with light, giving vibrancy.) If the work is a 
painting, is it in tempera (pigment dissolved in egg, the chief me
dium of European painting into the later fifteenth century), which 
usually has a somewhat flat, dry appearance? Because the brush 
strokes do not fuse, tempera tends to produce forms with sharp 
edges - or, we might say, because it emphasizes contours it tends 
to produce colored drawings. Or is the painting done with oil 
paint, which (because the brush strokes fuse) is better suited than 
tempera to give an effect of muted light and blurred edges? Thin 
layers of translucent colored oil glazes can be applied so that light 
passing through these layers reflects from the opaque ground 
colors, producing a soft, radiant effect; or oil paint can be put on 
heavily (impasto), giving a rich, juicy appearance. Impasto can be 
applied so thickly that it stands out from the surface and catches 
the light. Oil paint is thus sometimes considered more painterly 
than tempera, or, to reverse the matter, tempera is sometimes con
sidered to lend itself to a more linear treatment. 

Is the color (if any) imitative of appearances, or expressive, 
or both;, (Why did Picasso use white, grays, and black for Guernica, 
when in fact the Spaniards bombarded the Basque town on a sunny 
day?) 

Vincent van Gogh, speaking of his own work, said he sought 
"to express the feelings of two lovers by a marriage of two com
plementary colors, their mixture and their oppositions, the mys
terious vibrations of tones in each other's proximity. .. . To ex
press the thought behind a brow by the radiance of a bright tone 
against a dark ground." 

Caution: It is often said that warm colors (red, yellow, orange) 
produce a sense of excitement, whereas cool colors (blue, green) have 
a calming effect, but experiments have proved inconclusive; the re
sponse to color - despite cliches about seeing red or feeling blue 
- is highly personal, highly cultural, highly varied. Still, a few 
things can be said, or at least a few terms can be defined. Hue gives 
the color its name - red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet. Value 
(also called lightness or darkness, brightness or intensity) refers to rel-
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ative lightne ss or darkness of a hu e. When wh ite is added, the value 
becomes "high er"; when black is added, the value becomes " low 
er." Th e highest value is white; the lowest is black . Saturation (also 
called h11e intensity) is the strength of a hue - one red is redder than 
another; one yellow is paler than another. A vivid hue is of high 
saturation; a pale hue is of low saturation. But note that much in a 
color's appearance depends on context. Juxtaposed against green, 
red will appear redder than if juxtaposed against orange . A gray 
patch surrounded by white will seem darker than gray surrounded 
by black. . 

When we are armed with these terms , we can say, for exa m
ple , that in his South Seas paintings Paul Gauguin used complemen
tary colors (orange and blue, yellow and violet, red and green, i.e., 
hues that when mixed absorb almost all white light, prod ucing a 
blackish hue) at their highest values, but it is harder to say what 
this adds up to. (Gauguin himself said that his use of compl emen
tary colors was "analogous to Ori ental chants sung in a shrill 
voice," but one may question whether the analogy is helpful.) And 
for several reasons our nerv e may fail when we try to talk about 
the effect of color: Light and moisture cause some pigment s to 
change ov er the years; the colors of a medieval altarpiece illumi
nated by flickering candlelight or by light entering from the yel
lowish translucent (not transparent) glass or colored glass of a 
chur ch cannot hav e been perc eived as the colors that w e perc eive 
in a museum, and, similarly , a painting by van Gogh done in bright 
daylight cannot have look ed to van Gogh as it looks to us on a 
museum wall. The moral? Be cautious in talking about the effect 
of color. 

What is the effect of light in the picture? Does it produce 
sharp contrasts, brightly illumin atin g some parts and throwin g 
others into darkne ss, or does it, by means of gentle gradations, 
unify most or all of the part s? Does the light seem th eatrical or 
natural, disturbing or comforting? Is light used to create symboli c 
highlights? 

Do the objects or figures share the space evenly, or does one 
overpower another, taking most of the space or the light? What is 
the focus of the composition? Th e composition - the ordering of 
the part s into a whole by line, color, and shape - is sometimes 
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grasped at an ini tial glance and at othe r times only after close study. 
Is the compos ition symmetrical (and perhap s therefore monumen
tal, or quiet, or rigid and oppressive)? Is it diagon ally recessive (and 
perhap s therefor e dramatic or even melod ramati c)? 

Are figures harmoni ous ly related, perhaps by a similar stance 
or shared action, or are they opposed, perhaps by diagonals thrus t
ing at each other? Speaking generally, diagonals may suggest mo
tion or animation or instabilit y, except w hen they form a triangle 
restin g on its base, which is a highly stable form . Horizontal lines 
suggest tr anquilit y or stabilit y - thi nk of plains, or of reclining 
figures. Vertical lines -tree trunk s thrustin g straight up, or peo
ple standi ng , or upright lances as in Velazquez's Surrender of Breda 
- may suggest a more vigorous stability. Circular lines are often 
associated with motion and sometimes - perhaps especially 
by men - with the female body and wit h fertility. It is even likely 
that Picasso 's Still-Life on a Pedestal Table, with its rounded forms, 
is, as he is report ed to have called it, a "clan dest ine" portrait of 
one of his mistresses. The se simple for mulas , however, mu st be 
applied cautiousl y, for they are not alwa ys appropriate. Proba bly 
it is fair to say, nevertheless, that when a context is so established, 
for instance by means of the title of a picture , these lines may 
be perceived to bear these suggest ions if the suggest ions are appro
priat e. 

Does the artist convey depth, that is, recession in space? If 
so, how? If not, why not? (Somet im es space is flatt ened - for ex
ample , to convey a sense of otherworldliness or eternit y.) Among 
the chief ways of indicat ing depth are 

1. 011erlapping (the nearer object overlaps the farther ); 
2. foreshortening (as in the recru iting poster , I Want You, where 

U ncle Sam's ind ex finger, pointing at the viewer, is repre
sented chiefly by its tip, and, ind eed, the forearm is repre
sented chiefly by a cuff and an elbow); 

3. contour hatching, that is, lines or bru sh stroke s that follow the 
shape of the object depicted, as thou gh a net wer e placed 
tightly over the object; 

4. shading or modeling, that is, representatio n of body shadows; 
5. representation of cast shadows; 
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6. relatit,e posirio11 fro111 rl,e grll1111d li11c (objects highl'r in the pic
ture arc conce ived of as further away than those lower); 

7. persparirn' (parallel lines seem to convcrgl' in the distance, and 
a distant object wi ll appear sma ller than a near object of the 
same size. * Some cul tur es, however, use a prin ciple of l,ier
arcl,ic scale. In such a system a king, for instance, is depicted 
as bigger than a slave not because he is ne::irer but because he 
is more important; simil ar ly, the Virgin in a nativity scene 
may be larger than the shepherds even though she is behind 
them); 

8. aerial - or at111ospheric-perspectir,e (remote objects may seem 
- depe ndin g on th e atm osp heric conditi ons - slightly more 
bluish than simil ar near objec ts, and they may appear less in
tense in co lor and less sharp ly defined than nearer objec ts. 
Not e that aerial perspec tive docs not have anything to do with 
a bird's-eye view). Does the picture prese nt a ser ies of planes, 
each parallel to th e picture surfa ce, or does it, through some 
of the means just enumerated, present an uninterrupted ex
tension of one plane into dept h ) 

What is th e effect of the shape and size of the work? Because, 
for example, most st ill lifes use a horizontal format, a vertical still 
life may seem relativ ely mon um ental. Note too that a largcr-than
lifc portrait will produce an effect (probably it will seem heroic) 
differen t from one ten inches high. If you arc worki ng from a re
product ion be sur e, therefore, to ascert ain the size of the origina l. 

What is the scale, that is, the relat ive size? A face that fills a 
canvas will produce a different effect from a face of the same size 
that is drawn on a much larger canvas; probably th e former w ill 
seem more expa nsive o r more energetic, even more aggressive. 

*In thl' Renaissance, perspective was used chiefly to creat e .1 coherent space 
and to locate objects within that space. but I.Iler artists have ,oml' tim l's made 
perspective exp ressive. Giorgio de Chirico, fo r example, often gives a d,stortcd 
perspec t ive that unnerves the viewer. O r comi<ll'r van Gogh's lkdroo,11 al Aries. 
Alth oug h van Gogh said that the pi crnrc conveyed "rest," viewers find the swif t 
recession disturbing. Inde ed, the perspective in thi, picture is rmpossibk: If one 
continue s the diagonal of th e right-h.111d wall by extend ing the d.1rk lmc at the· 
base. one secs that the bed's rear right foot would be jammed into the wall. 
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Sculpture 

For what purpose was this object made? To edify the faithful? 
To commemorate heroism? The purp ose of the Vietnam Veterans 
Memorial, dedicated in 1982, was rad ically changed in l 984, as 
both the admirers and the foes of the original memorial admit, by 
the add ition of an eight -fo ot sculpture of three soldiers and a fifty 
foot flagpole. Ma ya Lin's o rig inal design called on ly fo r a pair of 
two-hund red-foot black gran ite walls that join co make a wide V, 
embr acing a gently slopin g plot of gro und. On the walls, w hich 
rise from grou nd level to a height of ten feet at the vertex, arc 
inscribed th e nam es of the 57,939 Americans who died in Vietnam. 
Opponents of thi s des ign argued that it commemorated th e dead 
but ignored the veterans who survived, and was silent abo ut the 
justice of the cause. The mon um ent said nothin g about heroism, 
these detractors claimed, in contrast to the Marine Corps Memorial 

Maya Lin, The Vietnam Veterans M emorial, 1982. UPI/Bcttmann 
Newsphotos 
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across the Potomac River, which consists of a statue of marines 
raising the American flag on Iwo Jima. (O ne might reply that the 
Vietnam Memoria l, which records the names of those who died, 
focuses on individuals, whereas the Marin e Corps Memorial focus
es on the collective heroism of one branch of the armed services.) 
The politically conservative National Review argued in an editorial 
that Lin's memorial implied an antiwar stance in its black color and 
in its V-shaped walls ("the antiwar signal, the V protest made with 
the fingers"). One respondent wrote that the V should be perceiv ed 
as "the chevron of the PFC who bore the brunt in the fighting of 
the war." Other defenders of the original design argued that the site 
itself - "sacred ground between the Washington Monum ent and 
the Lincoln Memorial" - adequately testified to the cause. The 
Federal Fine Arts Commission, which has authority over the de
sign and location of federal monuments, came up with a compro
mise: The sculpture of the three soldiers and the flagpole were 
added to the original design , but they were placed near an entrance 
to the memorial, whereas their proponents wanted the soldiers to 
form a centerpiece within the triangular plot of land embraced by 
the walls, and the flagpol e to stand at the apex of the V. Advocates 
of the original design remain unhappy, arguing that it has become 
a mere backdrop to the figurativ e sculpture, and that the new com
posite monum ent replaces dignity, poignancy, and a symbol ofloss 
with simplistic patriotism or, more bluntly, with a symbol of war. 
In any case, one cannot doubt that the two factions envisioned dif
ferent purpos es, and the purposes shaped the memorial that each 
propo sed. 

What are the sources or previous models? How does this 
piece differ from them? 

What docs the pose imply? Effort? Rest? Arrest ed motion? 
Authority? In the Lincoln Memorial, Lincoln sits; in the Jefferson 
Memorial, Jeffer son stands , one foot slightly advanced. Lincoln 's 
pose, as well as his face, suggests weariness, while Jefferson's pose, 
as well as his faintly smiling face, suggests confidence and action. 
How relevant to a given sculpture is Rodin 's comment that "Th e 
body always ex press es the spirit for which it is the shell"? If the 
work is a bu st, does it imply a stance or does it seem to float freely? 
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How forceful or how tenuou s is the expression of th ree-di
mensionali ty? 

Are certain bodily features or forms distorted? If so, why? (In 
most African equestrian sculpture, the rider - usually a chief or an 
ancestor - dwarfs the hor se, in order to indi cate the rider's high 
status.) 

To what extent is the drapery indep endent of the body? Does 
it express or diminish the volumes (enclo sed spaces, e.g ., breasts, 
knees) that it covers? Does it draw attention to specific point s of 
focus, such as the head or hands? Does it indicate bodily m ot ion or 
do es it provide an independent harmony? What does it contr ibu te 
to whatever the work expresses? If the piece is a wa ll or niche sculp
ture, does the pattern of the dr apery help to integrate the work into 
the facade of the architecture? 

What do the medium and the techniques by which it was 
shaped contribute? Clay is different from stone or woo d , and stone 
or wood can be rough or they can be polished. Would the statu e of 
Chefren (also called Khafre , Eg yptian, third millenium B.c., p. 33) 
have the same effect if it were in clay inst ead of in highly polished 
diorite? Can one imagine Daniel Chester French's marbl e statue of 
Lincoln, in the Linco ln Memorial, done in stainless steel? What are 
the associations of the material, and, even more important , what is 
the effect of the tactile qualities, for exa mple , polished wood versus 
terra-cotta? Note that the tactile qualiti es result not only from the 
medium but also from the facture, that is, the pro cess of working 
on the medium with certain tools. An archaic Greek kouros 
("yo uth ") may have a soft, wa rm look not only because of the po
rous marbl e but because of tra ces left, even after the surface was 
smoothed with abrasives, of the sculptor's bronz e punc hes and 
(probably) chisels. 

Consider especially the distinction betw een carving and 
modeling, that is, between cutting awa y, to release the figure from 
the stone or wood, and, on the other hand , building up , to create 
the figur e out of lumps of clay or wax. Rodin's Walking Man (p. 
106), built up by modeling clay and then cast in bron ze, recalls in 
every square inch of the light -catching surface a sense of the energy 
that is expressed by the figure . Can one ima gine Michelangelo's 
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Dar,id (p. 16), carved in marble, with a similar surface? Even as
suming that a chisel could in fact imitate the effects of modeling, 
would the surface thus produced catch the light as Rodin's docs' 
And would such a surface suit the pose and facial expression of 
Da11id? Similarly, King Chej,w was carved; the sculptor, so to 
speak, cut away from the block everything that did not look like 
Chefrcn, whereas Mercury (p. 34) was modeled - built up - in 
clay or wax, and then cast in bronze. The massiveness or stability 
of Ki11g Ch~fren partakes of the solidity of stone, whereas the ele
gant motion of Mercury suggests the pliability of clay, wax, and 
bronze. 

What kinds of volumes are we looking at? Geometric (e.g., 
cubical, spherical) or irregular? Is the silhouette (outline) open or 
closed? (In Michelangelo's Da11id, David's right side is said to be 
closed because his arm is extended downward and inward; his left 
side is said to be open because the upper arm moves outward and 
the lower arm is elevated toward the shoulder. Still, although the 
form of Da11id is relatively closed, the open spaces - especially the 
space between the legs - emphasize the potential expansion or mo
tion of the figure.) What docs the unpierced, thoroughly closed 
form of Kin,(! Ch~fi'en, in contrast to the open form of Giovanni da 
Bologna's Mercury, imply about the subject' 

What is the effect of color, either of the material or of 
paint' ls color used for realism or for symbolism' Why, for 
example, in the tomb of Urban VIII, did Giovanni Bernini use 
bronze for the sarcophagus (coffin), the pope, and Death , but 
white marble for the figures of Charity and Justice' The white
ness of classical sculpture is usually regarded as suggesting idealized 
form (though in fact the Greeks tinted the stone and painted in the 
eyes), but what is the effect of the whiteness of George Segal's 
plaster casts (p. 35) of ordinary figures in ordinary situations? 
Blankness? 

What is the size? Kin)/ Chefi'e11 and Da11id are larger than life, 
Mercury (sixty-nine inches to the tip of his extended finger) some
what smaller than life. What docs the size contr ibute to the mean
ing or effect' 

What was the original site or physical context (e.g., a pedi
ment, a niche, or a public square):, 

Aski11g Questions ro Get Answers 

Egyptian, Ki11,q Chefi'en, ca. 2500 B. C. Dioritc, 5'6". Egyptian Museum, 
Cairo. (H irmcr Fotoar chiv, Hirmcr Verlag , Munchcn) 
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Giovanni da Bologna. Mercury. 1580. Bronze, 69". National Museum, 
Florence. (Alinari / Art Resource) 

Aski11g Questions to Get An swers 

George Segal. The Bus Riders. 1964. Plaster, metal, and viny l, 69 X 

40 X 76". Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Sm ithson ian 
Institution, Washington, D. C. (Gift of Joseph H . Hir shhorn , 1966) 
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Is the base a part of the sculpture (e.g., rocks , or a tree tru nk 
that helps to support the figure), and, if so, is it express ive as well 
as functiona l? George Grey Barnard's Lincoln - the Man, a bronze 
figure in a park in Cin cinnati, stands not on the tall classical ped
estal commonly used for public monum ents but on a low boulder 
- a real one, not a bronze copy - emphasiz ing Lincoln 's accessi-
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bility, his down-to-earthness. Almost at the other extreme, the 
flying Mercury (p. 34) stands tiptoe on a gust of wind, and at the 
very extreme, Marino Marini's Juggler is suspended above the base, 
emphasizing the subject's airy skill. Compare, too, the implications 
in the uneven base of Rodin's Walking Man (p. 106) with the im
plications (echoed in the throne and also in the figure) of the base 
of King Chefren. Finally, the pedestal of a statue of Lenin, in a rail
road station in Leningrad, is an armored car carved out of stone. 

What is expressed through the representation? What, for in
stance, does the highly ordered, symmetrical form of King Chefren 
suggest about the man? If the sculpture is a head, to what extent is 
it a portrait, a face revealing a particular appearance and personality 
at a moment in time? What is the relationship of naturalism to ab
straction? If the sculpture represents a deity, what ideas of divinity 
are expressed? If a human being as a deity (e.g., Alexander the 
Great as Herakles, or King Chefren as the son of an Egyptian dei
ty), how are the two qualities portrayed? 

Where is the best place (or where are the best places) to stand 
in order to experience the work? How close do you want to get? 
Why? What effect on you does the size of the piece have? 

While we are thinking about sculpture, it is appropriate to 
speak a word of caution concerning photographs of sculpture. Pho
tographs , of course, are an enormous aid; we can see details of a 
work that, even if we were in its presence, might be invisible be
cause the work is high above us on a wall or because it is shrouded 
in darkness. But one must remember, first, that because a photo
graph is two-dimensional, it can give little sense of a sculpture in 
the round; second, that color is omitted or falsified, and distinctive 
textures are obliterated; third, that the photographer's lighting may 
be misleading, playing up details that are meant to be subordinate 
or unduly emphasizing some volumes; fourth, that a photograph 
may not take account of the angle from which the work was sup
posed to be seen, as when we look at a photograph of Michelan
gelo's Moses, taken straight-on, though the work was supposed to 
be above the viewer; finally, that we lose the sense of scale, seeing 
Michelangelo's David (about thirteen feet tall) as no bigger than a 
toy soldier, unless, as in the unusual photograph on page 16, hu
man viewers are also included. 
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Architecture 

The Roman architect Vitruvius suggested that buildings can 
be judged according to their utilitas, .firmitas, and venustas, tha t is, 
according to their fitness for their purpose, their structural sound
ness, and their beauty; or, in Richard Krautheimer 's version, their 
function, structure, and design. Much (though not all) of what fol
lows is an amplification of these three topics. 

What is the purpose of the building? Is this its original purpos e? 
If not, what was it originally intended for? 

Does the building appear today as it did when constructed? Has it 
been added to, renovated, restored, or otherwise changed in form? 

What does the building say? "All architecture," wrote John Rus
kin, "proposes an effect on the human mind, not merely a service 
to the human frame." One can distinguish between function as 
housing and function as getting across the patron's message . A 
nineteenth-century bank said, by means of its bulk, its bronze 
doors, and its barred windows, that your money was safe; and it 
also said, since it had the facade of a Greek temple, that money was 
holy. A modern bank, full of glass and color, is more likely to say 
that money is fun. Some older libraries look like Romanesque 
churches, and the massive J. Edgar Hoover FBI building in Wash
ington looks like - well, like the FBI. What, then, are the arch i
tectural traditions behind the building that contribute to the build
ing's expressiveness? The Boston City H all (p. 42), for all its 
modernity and (in its lower part) energetic vitality, is tied together 
in its upper stories by forcefu l bands of windows, similar in their 
effect to a classical building with columns. 

Her e is how Eugene J. Johnson sees (or hears) Mie s van der 
Rohe's Seagram Building (1954-57): 

Austere, imp ersonal, and lavishly bro nzed, it sums up the power, 
personality, and wealth of the modern corporation, who_se pu_blic 
philanthropy is symbolized by the piazza in front, with its paired 
fountains - private land donated to the urban populace. If the piazza 
and twin fountains call to mind the Palazzo Farnese in Rome , so be 
it, particularly when one looks out from the Seagram lobby across 
an open space to the Renaissan ce-rev iva l facade of McKim, Mead 
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and White's Racquet Club which quotes the garden facade of Palazzo 
Farnese! Mies set up a brilliant conversation between two classicizing 
buildings, bringing the nineteenth and twentieth centuries together 
without compromise on either part. Mies was in many ways the 
great classicist of this century. One might say that one of his major 
successes lay in fusing the principles of the great classical tradition 
of Western architecture with the raw technology of the modern age. 

Eugene J. Johnson, "United States of America," in lntematio11al 
Handbook of Contemporary Developments in Architecture, 
ed. Warren Sanderson (Westport, Conn.: 1981), p. 506 

Notice, by the way, how Johnson fuses descriptio11 (for instance, 
"lavishly bronzed") with interpretive a1talysis (he sees in the bronze 
the suggestion of corporate power). Notice, too, how he connects 
the building with history (the debt of the piazza and twin fountains 
to the Palazzo Farnese), and how he connects it with its site (the 
"conversation" with a nearby building). 

What is the function of ornament, or of any architectural 
statuary in or on or near the building? To emp hasize structure? To 
embellish a surface? To conceal the joins of a su rface? 

Do the forms and materials of the building relate to its neigh
borhood? What does th e building contribute to the site? What does 
the site contr ibute to the building? How big is the building in re
lation co the neighborhood, and in relation to human beings, i.e., 
what is the scale? The Cambridge City Hall (1899; p. 41), atop a 
slope above the street, crowns the site and announces - especially 
because it is in a Romanesque sty le - that it is a bastion of order, 
even of piety, giving moral significance to the neighborhood be
low. The Boston City Hall (1965), its lower part in brick, rises out 
of a brick plaza (p. 42) - the plaza flows into spaces between the 
concrete pillars that support the building - and seem to invite the 
crowds from the neighboring shops, out door cafes, and market
place to come in for a look at government of the people by the 
people, and yet at the same time the building announces its impor
tance. 

Does for111 follow f11nction? For better or for worse? For ex
ample, does the function of a room determine its shape? Are there 
rooms wit h geome tri c shapes irrelevant to their purposes? Louis 
Sullivan said , "Form ever follows function," but Philip J ohnso n 
replied, "Form s always follow forms and not function." Is the form 
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Eero Saarinen, Trans World Airlines Terminal, 1956-62. John F. Kennedy 
Airport. 

symbolic, as it is, for instance, in Eero Saarinen's Trans World Air
lines Terminal at Kennedy Airport, where the soaring roof suggests 
flight? 

What is the structural system? What materials are used in 
the structure? How do the materials contribute to the building's 
purpose and statement? The idea that marble confers prestige dies 
hard: the Sam Rayburn House Office Building in Washington, 
D.C., is clad in marble veneer (cost ing many millions of dollars) 
because ma1 blc is thought to co nfer dignity. On the other hand, 
brick often suggests warmth or unpretentiousness and handcrafts
manship. Do the exte rior wa lls seem hard or soft, cold or warm? 
ls the sense of hardness or coldness appropriate' (Don't simply as
sume that metal must look cold.) Does the material in the interior 
have affinities with that of the exterior? If so, for better or for 
worse? (Our experience of an interior brick wa ll may be very dif
ferent from our experie nce of an ex terior brick wal l.) 
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Does the exterior stand as a massive sculpture, masking the spaces 
and the activities within, or does it express them? The exterior of the 
Bos ton City Hall em phati cally ann ounces that the building harbor s 
a variet y of activiti es; in addition to con tainin g offices it co ntains 
con ference rooms , meeting halls , an exhibition gallery, a reference 
library, and oth er facilities. Are the spaces con tinu ous? Or are they 
stati c, each volume capped with its own roof? 

Does the interior arrangement of spaces say something - for ex
ampl e, is the mayor's office in the city hall on the top floo r, indi
cating that he is above such humdrum activiti es as dog licensin g, 
which is on the first floor? 

In a give n room , what is the fimction of the walls? To support 
the ceiling or th e roof? To afford pri vacy and prot ection from 
weather? To provid e a surfac e on which to hang shelves, black
boards, pictures? If glass, to provide a view in - or out? 

What is the effect of the.floor (woo d , tile, br ick, marble, carpet)? 
Notice especially the effect if you mo ve from a room floor ed with 
one mat eria l (say, wood) to another (say, carpet). Thus , one writer 
on Le Co rbu sier's Villa Savoye point s out that "T he floo r of th e 
ramp is finished in paving laid on a diago nal to reinfor ce the sense 
of move m ent in con tra st to the orthogonal details of ana logous 
flags tones on the main terrace. " 

Is the building inviting? Th e architect Louis Kahn said, "A 
building should be a ... stable and harboring thing. If you can no w 
[ with structural steel] put columns as muc h as 100 feet apar t you 
may lose more than yo u gain because the sense of enclosed space 
disapp ears." Is the public invited ? The Cambridge City Hall has 
one publi c entran ce, approached by a flight of steps; the Bo ston 
City H all, its lowe r floor pav ed with the brick of the plaza, has 
many entrances , at g round level. What arc the implications in this 
difference? 

"There is no exce llent Beauty that hath not some stran geness 
in the prop orti on ." Thus Fran cis Bacon , in the early seve nteenth 
century. Does th e building evo ke and then satisfy a sense of curi
osity? 

What is the role of color? To clarify form? To give sensuous 
pleasure? To symbolize meaning? Mu ch of the cri ticism of the Viet
nam Veteran s Mem orial centered on the color of the sto ne walls. 
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Cambridge City Hall , 1889. Phot og raph by G. M. Cus hin g. In Study of 
Arc/1itecr11ral History in Cambridge, Report Two: Mid-Cambridge (Cambr idge 
H istorica l Com mission, 1967), p. 44. 

O ne criti c, assertin g that "black is the universal colo r of sham e 
[ and ] sorrow ," called for a white memorial. 

What part does the changing daylight play in the appearance of 
the exterior of the buildin g? Does the interior make inter esting use 
of natur al light? And how light is the int erior? (The Lincoln M em
oria l, open only at the front, is somb er within , but th e Jefferson 
Mem orial , admitting light from all sides, is airy and suggestive of 
Jefferson's rationa l - sunn y, we might say - view of life .) 

A few wo rds abou t the organization of an essay on a building 
may be useful. Mu ch will depend on you r purpos e, and on the 
building, but cons ider the possibility of using one of these three 
meth ods of organ ization: 
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City Hall Plaza Center, 1968. Photograph by Cervin Robinson. In 
Architecture Bosto11 (Boston Society of Architects, 1976), p. 6. 
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1. You might discus s, in this order, utilitas, firrnitas, and 11en
ustas, i.e., function, structure, and design (seep. 37). 

2. You might begin with a view of the bui lding as seen at a 
considerable distance , then at a closer view, and then go on to work 
from the ground up, since the building supports itsel f this way. 

3. You might take, in this order, these topics: 
a. the materials (smooth or rough, ligh t or dark , etc.). 
b. the general form , perceived as one walks around the 
building. (Are the shapes square, rectangular, or circular, 
or what' Are they simple or complex?) 
c. the facades, beginnin g with the entra nce. (Is the en
tran ce dominant or recessive? How is each facade orga
nized? Is there variety or regularity among the parts? 
d. the relation to the site, includin g mat erials and scale. 

Photography 

First , a few prefa to ry words. No one toda y, we can hope, 
believes that photography is so mechanical a business that a pho
tograph cannot be a work of art. This now discr edited view was 
fostered, ironically , by Kodak: "You press the button, we do the 
rest." But let's begin with a different simplification, and divide pho
togr aphers into two schools, pictorialists and reporters. In the 
early days of photog raphy , especially in the late nineteenth centu ry, 
some photographers - we are calling them pictorial ists - were 
not content simpl y to report images of the world around the m . 
They posed their subj ects into compositions resemb ling thos e of 
the Old Masters, and used "Rembrandt lighting," tha t is, a high 
side light. Or they photograph ed moonlit lakes, or rural subjects, 
watching out for Corot's landscapes and for Millet's peasants la
boring in the fields. (The influence went both ways: Corot in the 
late 1840s seems to have imitated the daguerr eotype, whose ima ges 
of trees are rath er blurry or gauzy because of the m ot ion of the 
leaves during the long exp osure.) Moreover, the pictori alists re
worked their pictures much as a painter might: They retouched, 
and they underdeveloped or overdeveloped the negative to produce 
a desired effect. 
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Although the most obvious pictorialists are those who , using 
a soft focus and printing on warm, matte paper, are influenced by 
mid-nineteenth-century painters and by the Impressionists, many 
later and utterly different photographs are also pictorial, drawing 
on the works of later schools of painting. For example, between 
1915 and 1930 we get photographs influenced by Cubism, such as 
Paul Strand's picture of a porch, taken with a tilted camera. Simi
larly, "abstract" photographs - say, a closeup of a toadstool 
crossed by a blade of grass, or a detail of a stairway, both of which 
may appear as almost meaningless patterns of lines and dark and 
light shapes - are, we can see with hindsight, strongly influenced 
by the art of their day. The influence of Jean Arp's reliefs and col
lages, made around the time of World War I, and of Constantin 
Brancusi's sculpture, is evident ten or fifteen years later in Edward 
Weston's photographs of a sharply defined, rhythmically shaped 
object - a green pepper, or a curled-up nude - in a shallow space. 
Not surprisingly, the abstract photographers tended to use a sharp 
focus, and they printed their pictures not on matte paper but on 
cold, hard paper. It is worth noting, too, that some painters, such 
as Ben Shahn and Charles Sheeler, were also photographers. A 
photograph by Sheeler, of a cactus with big flat leaves standing on 
a cylinder in a corner, is virtually identical with one of his paintings; 
the photograph is no less indebted than the painting to the collages 
and constructions of Cubist-influenced painters and sculptors, for 
both images seem almost to have been assembled out of cardboard. 
And, of course, Sheeler's fondness for monochromatic paintings 
whose surfaces scarcely seem painterly reveals his frequent reliance, 
in his paintings, on photographs of his subjects. 

Now let's turn to the reporters , the "straight" photographers, 
the supposedly objective people who give us the stuff of ordinary 
life, unposed. We seem to be turning from Beauty to Truth, or (if 
one wants to say that all art communicates truth) from Ideal Truth 
to the Truth of the Moment. But, it is evident, a photograph does 
not have to look like an Impressionist painting or a Rembrandt 
portrait or a Millet genre scene to be called pictorial. A scene of a 
woman at work in a mill may at first glance appear to be simply a 
document, a report valuable for the message that it records rather 
than for its inherent beauty; yet it, too, if it holds us, probably does 
so largely by its form. Even a newspaper photograph or an ama-
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teur 's snapshot does not in fact record the obj ect as it really is. It 
records what you would see if you had only on e eye and stood at 
a particular place at a particular time of day, and if what you saw 
was printed on a par ticular kind of paper. To take the most obvious 
points of mind over mechanism: The photograph er selects th e sub
ject, the time at wh ich to photograph it (hen ce the lighting), and 
the composition, for in taking a photograph one backs up a little, 
shifts to the left a bit , bends one's legs, waits for the right moment, 
and so forth. As Antonioni said, "Every camera position represents 
a moral decision." Granted , "pictorial" photographs are more ob
viously personal or subjective than are the photographs of report
ers, but no photograph taken by a human being can be utterly "ob
jective." Most of the reporters, then, can say with the photo grapher 
Minor White, "I don't take pictures, I make them." 

Many of the questions on drawing and painting (pp. 23-
28) - for example, those on line (edges may be hard or soft ), com
position, and even color - can be usefully asked of photographs 
too . Here, however, are a few additional questions. 

Does the picture yield all that it has to offer in a glanc e? Or 
does the picture sustain and perhaps incr ease its initial app eal with 
repeated viewings? Why? Because of the composition , or inter est
ing forms, especially of light and dark? (More about composition 
in a moment.) Symbolism? Detail (e.g., a face that, whatever its 
character, is a fascinating map)? Revelation of charact er, not onl y 
through the face but through posture, gesture , and settin g (includ
ing the angle of vision and the lighting)? Anecdot e (or narrative )? 
Irony, or humor? 

Does the photograph capture what Henri Carti er-Bre sson 
calls the "decisive moment"? The term alludes not onl y to an 
action at its peak but also to the moment when all elements in 
the composition come together to reveal a formal - usuall y 
geometric - beauty. Cartier-Bresson writes, "I have a passion for 
geometry. My greatest joy is the surpris e of facing a beautiful or
ganization of forms." On the other hand, one can find pictur es that 
appeal not because they have the order of geometry but, so to 
speak, the messy order of life. 

Does the angle of vision (eye level , or slightly or greatl y 
above or below eye level) say something? 
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Henri Cartier-Brcsson, Matisse, 1944. (Ma gnum ) 

Does light give meanin g to the subject. Does light reveal a 
new aspect of a co mmonpla ce subject? 

Is the focus expressive? Certain part s of the picture may be 
out of focus , to concentrate a viewer's attention on the focused 
part s, or to convey, perhaps , a dr eamlike quality. If movement is 
blurr ed, is the blurrin g effective? 

Is the choi ce of print-size expressive? Th e print of a photo
g raph may be one inch square, or it may cove r a wall. 

What process was used ? The differences among photographic 
processes can be very great. For instance, albumen prints are 
smoot h, slightly glossy, clear in details , and rich in subtle grada
tion s of ton e. Platinum prints are matte , silvery-gray or bluish
gray, and without intense shadows or high lights. 

If you are mor e than a casual photographer , you may want to 
ask: How did the phot og rapher get this effect? What kind of lens , 
or aperture settin g, or filter, or film , did the photographer use, and 
why? Ha s the picture been cropp ed, and why? 
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Another Look at the Questions 

In short, you can stimulat e responses (and und erstanding) by 
asking yourself two kinds of questions: 

1. What is this doin,r:? Why is this figure here and not there;, Why 
is the work in bronze rather than in marble? Or put it this 
wa y: What is the artist up to? 

2. Why do I have this response? Why do I find thi s landscap e op
pressive, this child sentimental but that child fascinating? 
That is, how did the artist manipulate the materials in order 
to produc e the strong feelings tha t I experience? 

The first of these questions (What is this doing?) requir es you to 
identify yourself with the artist, wondering, perhap s, whe ther pen 
is better than pencil for this draw ing , or watercolor better than oil 
paint for this painting. One senses that Eug ene J. Johnson ma y have 
put to himself questions of this sort before making the follow ing 
points about Eero Saarinen 's Terminal Buildin g at Dulles Internatio nal 
Airport (1958-62): 

Rising maje stically out of the flat countryside, the broad, low stru c
tu re echoes, in its strong hori zontal roof supp or ted by regularly 
spaced posts, the classical architecture of Washin gton, and perhaps 
even the great po rch of Geo rge Washington's house at nearb y Mount 
Vernon. Indeed, the whole terminal is a porch . Departing or arri v
ing, the traveler experiences the bu ilding as a sem i-enclosed space 
that lies between the enclose d space of the airp lane or of the bus that 
br ings the traveler to th e termi nal proper and th e open Virginia land
scape th at waits outside. 

International Handbook of Colllemporary Developments i11 
A rchitecture, ed. Warren Sanderson (Westport, Con n.: 1981 ), 
p. 509 

Som etimes arti sts tell us what th ey are up to. Van Gogh, for ex
ample , in a letter to his bro ther, helps us to und ersta nd why he put 
a blue back ground behind the portrait of a blond artist: "Behi nd 
the head, instead of paintin g the ordin ary wa ll of the mean room, 
I paint infinit y, a plain backgro und of the richest, intenses t blu e that 
I can contrive, and by the simp le combination of the bri ght head 
aga inst the rich blue back grou nd , I get a mysterious effect, like a 
star in the depths of an azure sky." But , of course, yo u cannot rely 
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with permi ssion of Univ ersal Press Syndi cate. All right s reserved. 
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on the artist's statement of intention; the intention may not be ful
filled in the work itself. 

The second question (Why do I have chis response?) requires 
you to trust your feelings. If you are amused or repelled or un
nerved or soothed, assume chat these responses are appropriate and 
follow them up - but not so rigidly that you exclude the possibil
ity of other, even contradictory feelings. (The important comple
ment to "Trust your feelings" is "Trust the work of art." The study 
of art ought to enlarge feelings , not merely confirm them.) 

Questions like these are not childish; excellent scholars have 
left traces of them in their writings. Nikolaus Pevsner, for example, 
writes of Michelangelo's sculptures in the ducal tombs in the Med
ici Chape l: 

The question has often been asked what made him keep the untreat
ed stone below his reclining figures of Day and N(qht and Morni11g 
and E11eni11g. Th e answer is that he wanted to let them appear in the 
act of coming to life out of a stony, subhuman preexistence. To shape 
the image of man entirely liberated from these dark forces must have 
seemed almost a sacrilege to the young and again the very old 
Michelangelo. Hence also his many unfinished works. 

"The Architecture of Mannerism ," The Mim , I (1946); 
in Readings in Art History, 2d ed., ed. Harold 
Spencer (New York: Scribner's, 1976), II, 121 

Here is another example; this time the writer asks a question but 
can't answ er it. Kenneth Clark is talking about Rembrandt's Samson 
Betrayed by Delilah. 

Incidentally, the Macbeth-like figure in the back must be one of the 
earliest representations in art of a kilt and plaid . How did Rembrandt 
come by it? Had he seen a drawing of a Highlander, or is it based 
on some engraving of a barbarian on Trajan's column' 

An Introduction to Rembrandt 
(New York: Harper & Row, 1978), p. 54 

Someday an arc historian will turn up a convincing answer, and it 
will help us - even though only to a tiny degree - better to un
derstand Rembrandt' s art. 

In face, art-historical research is largely an attempt to exp lain 
certain results - let 's say, the new style of painting that arose in 
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Flanders in about 1420 - by setting forth causes. That is, the his
torian asks, Why, and searches for explanations. 

FORMAL ANALYSIS OR DESCRIPTION? 

First, it should be understood that the word formal in "formal 
analysis" is not used as the opposite of informal, as in a formal din
ner or a formal dance. Rather, a formal analysis is an analysis of the 
form the artist produces, that is, an analysis of the work of art, 
which is made up of such things as line, shape, color, texture. 
These things give the stone or canvas its form, its expression, its 
content, its meaning. Second , it should be mentioned that some
times a distinction is made between formal analysis - an analysis 
of the configuration of the artistic object itself - and stylistic anal
ysis - an analysis that can include discussion of similar features in 
related objects; but we need not preserve this distinction. 

Is the term formal analysis merely a pretentious substitute for 
description? Not quite. A description deals with the relatively ob
vious, reporting what any eye might see: "A woman in a white 
dress sits at a table, reading a letter. Behind her, ... " It can also 
comment on the execution of the work ("thick strokes of paint," 
"the highly polished surface"), but it does not offer inferences and 
it does not evaluate. A description tells us, for example , that the 
head of a certain portrait sculpture "faces front; the upper part of 
the nose and the rim of the right earlobe are missing .... The 
closely cropped beard and mustache are indicated by short random 
strokes of the chisel," and so forth. 

These statements, from an entry in the catalog of an exhibi
tion, are all true and they can be useful, but they scarcely reveal the 
thought, the reflectiveness, that we associate with analysis. When 
the entry in the catalog goes on, however, to say that "the surfaces 
below the eyes and cheeks are sensitively modeled to suggest the 
soft, fleshly forms of age," we begin to feel that now indeed we are 
reading an analysis. Similarly, although the statement that "the sur
face is in excellent condition" is purely descriptive (despite the ap
parent value judgment in "excellent"), the statement that the 
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"dominating block form" of the portrait contri butes to "the 
impression of frozen tension" can reasonably be called analytic. 

Much of any formal analysis will inevitably consist of de
scription ("The pupils of the eyes are turned upward"), and accu
rate descriptive writing itself requires careful observation of the ob
ject and careful use of words. But an essay is a formal analysis 
rather than a description only if it seeks to show how the described 
object works. _For example, "The pupils of the eyes are turned up
ward, suggestmg a heaven-fixed gaze, or, more bluntly, suggesting 
that the figure is divinely inspired." 

Another way of putting it is to say that analysis tries to an
swer the somewhat odd -sounding question, "How does the work 
mean?'' Thus, the following paragraph is chiefly analytic rather 
than descriptive. The author has made the point that a Protestant 
church emphasizes neither the altar nor the pulpit; "as befits the 
universal priesthood of all believers," he says, it is essentially an 
aud1tonum. He then goes on to analyze the ways in which a Gothic 
cathedral says or means something very different: 

The focus of the space on the interior of a Gothic cathedral is .. . 
compulsive and unrelievedly concentrated. It falls, and falls exclu
sively, upon the sacrifice that is re-enacted by the mediating act of 
priest before the altar-table. So therefore, by design, the first light 
that strikes the_ eye, as one enters the cathedral, is the jewelled glow 
of the lancets m the apse, before wh ich the altar-table stands. The 
pulsating rhythm of the arches in the nav e arcade moves toward it· 
~he string-course moldings converge in perspective recession upor~ 
It. Above, the groms of the apse radiate from it; the ribshafts which 
receive them and descend to the floor below return the eye inevitably 
to rt. It 1s the smgle part of a Gothic space in which definiteness is 
certified. In any other place, for any part which the eye may reach, 
there 1s always an indefinite beyond , which remains to be explored. 
Here there 1s none. The altar-table is the common center in which 
all movement comes voluntarily to rest. 

John F. A. Taylor, Design and Expression in the 
Visual Arts (New York: Dover , 1964), pp . 115-17 

In this passage the writer is telling us, analytically, how the cathedral 
means. 
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STYLE AS THE SHAPER OF FORM 

This chapt er has in larg e me asur e been talking about _ sty le, 
and it is now time to define thi s elusi ve word. The first thm g to 
say about style is that the word is 11ot used by _m?st art historian s 
to convey prai se, as in " He has style." Rather, 1t 1s used neutrally , 
for eve ryon e and everything made h as a style - good, bad, or 
indifferent. Th e person who, as we say, "ta lks like a book" ha_s a 
style (probably an annoying on e), and the pcrso~ who keeps saymg 
" Uh , you know what I mean " has a style _too (different, ~ut equall y 
annoying). Simi larly, whether we wear Jean s or pamtcr s pants or 
gray flannel slacks , we have a style in our dre ss. We may claim to 
wear any old thing , but in fact we don 't; there are clothes _we 
wou ldn 't be caught dead in. The clothes we wear are expr~ss1ve; 
the y announce that we are police officers or bankers or tounst s or 
college student s - or at least they show what we want to be 
thought to be, as when in the sixties many young m1dd!e-clas s stu
dents wo re tatt ered clothing, thus showing theH allegiance to the 
poor and their enmity coward what was called the Establishment. 
It is not silly to think of our clothing as a sort of art that we make. 
On ce we go beyo nd clothin g as something that merely serves the 
needs of mod esty and that pro vides protection agamst heat and cold 
and rain , we get clothing whose style is express ive. _ 

To turn now to our central topi c, style in art, we can all m
stan tly tell the difference betw een a pictur e by van Gogh and ?nc 
by N orman Rockwell or Walt Disn ey, even though th e subJeCt 
matter of all thre e pictures may be the same, for instance , a seated 
woman. How can we tell? By the style, that is, by line , color, me
dium and so forth - all of the thin gs we talked about earlier in 
this chapter. Walt Disney 's figures tend to be built up out of circles 
and ovals (th ink of Mi ckey Mouse), and the color shows no mod
eling or trace s of bru s_h strokes; Norman Ro,ckw ell'_s methods of 
depicting figures are different , and van Gogh s are differ ent m ~et 
other way s. Similarly, a Chinese land scape, painted with mk on silk 
or on pap er, simply cannot look like a van Gog ~ lands ca_p~ done 
with oil paint on canvas, partly because the material s proh 1b1t such 
identity and partly becaus e the Chinese painter's vision oflands cape 
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(usually lofty mountains) is not van Gogh's v1s1on . Their works 
"say" different things. As the poet Wallace Stevens put it , "A 
change of style is a change of subjec t ." 

We recog nize certain disting11ishi11g clwracteristics (from large 
matters, such as choice of subj ect and compos ition, to small mat
ters, such as kinds of brush str okes) that mark an art ist, or a period, 
or a cultur e, and these con st itute the style. Alm ost anyone can dis
tin guish betw een a landscape painte d by a Chine se and one painted 
by van Gogh. But it takes considerable fam iliarit y w ith the styles 
of Chin ese pain ting to be able to say, "Thi s is a Chinese paintin g 
of the seven teenth century, in fact the late seventeen th centu ry. It 
belongs to the N ankin g School and is a wo rk by Kun g Hsien -
not by a follower, and certa inl y not a copy, but the genuine article." 

Style, then, is revealed in form; an artist crea tes for m by ap
plying certain techniques to certain materials, in order to embody 
a particular visio n or content. In different ages peo ple have seen 
thin gs differently: the nude body as sp lendid, or the nude body as 
shameful; J esus as majesti c ru ler, or Jesus as the sufferer on the 
cross; landscape as pleasant, domesticated count ryside, or land
scape as wild nature. So the chosen subject matter is not only part 
of the content, but is also part of tha t assemblage of distinguishing 
charact erist ics tha t const itute s a style . 

All of the elemen ts of sty le, finally, are expressive. Take ce
ramics as an exa mple . The kind of clay, the degree of heat at wh ich 
it is baked, the decoration or glaze (if any), the shape of the vessel, 
the thickness of its wall, all are clements of the po tter 's sty le, and 
all contribut e to the exp ressive form . But eve ry exp ressive for m is 
not available in every age; cert ain visions, and certain technologies, 
arc, in cert ain ages, unavailable. Po rcelain , as oppose d to pottery, 
requ ires a particular kind of clay and an extre mel y high tempera tur e 
in the kiln , and these we re simpl y not available to the earliest Jap
anese potters. In fact, even the potter's w heel was not avai lable to 
them; they built their pots by coiling ropes of clay and then, some 
times, they smoothed the surfa ce wi th a spa tu la. Th e result is a kind 
of thi ck- wa lled, low-fired ceram ic that expresses energy and earth i
ness, far different fro m those delicate Chinese porcelains that ex
press court liness and the power of technology (or , we might say, 
of art). 
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PERSONAL STYLE AND PERIOD STYLE 

Althou gh each work that an artist produ ces is an individual 
work, it is evi dent that ther e must be family resem blan ces among 
the works, for not even the greate st artists can totally escape the 
limitation of their age and of th eir own vision. And so we can rea
sonably speak of van Gogh's style, or, in an effort to be more pre
cise, of his early or late style, or of his sty le in still life and of his 
styl e in portraitur e. We reco gnize that each work has individual 
traits, but we find some conn ection s among works. No on e ques
tion s the usefulne ss of talkin g about an art ist 's persona l style -
well, no one except Picasso, who denied that he had a sty le and 
who liked to believe th at each work was a new answe r to a new 
problem. 

How useful is it , ho weve r, to spea k not of the personal style 
of an individual artist but of the style of a century or so, th at is, of 
a period style? Th e term , of cour se, has some validit y, for the wo rks 
of a period at least to some degree share cert ain features, for reasons 
of mater ials and techn ology, mos t obv iou sly, but also perhap s be
cause of a sha red vision . One may sec a resembl ance, for insta nce, 
between the sculpture and the architecture of a give n period . Let' s 
take as an exa mpl e Roman sculptur e and archit ecture of the early 
fourt h centur y, but first we mu st bri efly look at w hat prec eded it . 
Rom an portrait scu lpture of the first two and a half centuri es A. D. 

show s a per sonality i11 time, caught in the act of raising an eyebrow, 
or frownin g, or loo kin g at th e viewer. Th e face, ther efo re, is not 
strictly symmetri cal, and the hair , whose textur e is sugges ted, usu
ally seems slightly disordered or at least not highly discip lined. And 
if w e take as an example of archit ectur e Hadrian 's palace at Tivoli, 
we find that its buildings arc arra nged rat her freely, not with stri ct 
symmetry. But when we turn to Roman sculpture and archit ectur e 
at the end o f the third centur y and the beginning of th e fourt h, w e 
find somethin g different . Roman portrait sculptur e now show s 
faces removed from the world of tim e. The faces are more str ictly 
symmetri cal, the hair much mo re severe ly patt erned , the eyes un
naturally large and staring, th e whole face somewhat cubi c and 
ma sklik e rather than highly imitati ve of a natura l form. Th e eight
foot-high head of Constantine the Great (A. o . 330) is an exa mple 
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Rom an, Consta111i11e the Great, ca. A. o. 330. Marbl e, 8'6". Palazzo dei 
Con servaton, Rome . (H irmer Fotoa rchiv, Hirmer Verlag, Mi.inchen) 
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Palace of Diocletian, A.O. 300-305. Spalato (Split ). Reconstruction by 

E. Hebrard. (Alinari / Art Resource) 

of thi s later Roman style; nothing like it existed in the previous two 
and a half cent uri es. And this change in sculpture seems to be par
alleled by a change in architecture, for Diocletian's ~alace at Spalato 
(A. o. 300-305, in Yugoslavia) is strictly symmetrical, a massive, 

seemingly impenetrable block. 
And so it can be argued that in a give n period we see a stylistic 

similarit y - a period style - in different kinds of works of art. 
Mor eove r, one can argue that thi s mas sive, cub ic, conso lidated 
style reflects the sp irit of the age, for Constantine, an absolu te ruler, 
estab lished a centralized bureaucracy and did much to unify the 

Roman Empire. 
Yet, a wo rd of caution is necessary in a discussion of period 

style. Most of us have a tenden cy to try to make order out of chaos, 
to sec connec tion s even where there may not be connections, and 
histori ans (includin g art historians) are not exce ptions. For in
stance the historia n who tri es to catch the spirit of th e age of the 
Go thi ~ period may tell us that it can be seen not only in its painting, 
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sculptur e, and arch itecture but also in its philo soph y. The assump
tion (often unstated) is that all of the activ ities of a period must be 
related, or, to put it in other words, that there is a period style. 
Thus, it has been said that Gothic art is fond of innumerable sub
divisions and multiplicity of form s and that we find these qualities 
not on ly in a cathedral but also in the wr iting s of Th omas Aquinas. 
But how far can we push this idea that a period manifests a spirit 
in all of its productions? The very term Gothic period is a histo rian 's 
inventi on, an attempt to im pose order. Having im posed th is sim
plification, the historian then begins to feel a bit une asy and distin
guis hes betwee n Earl y Goth ic and Late Gothic, then between Early 
English Goth ic and Early French Gothic, and so on. Is there really 
an all-embracing sty le in a give n period? One can be skepti cal, and 
a simple analogy may be useful. A family often consists of radically 
different personalities: impr ovident husband, patient wife, one son 
an idler and the other a go-getter, one daughter w ise in her choice 
of career and the other daugh ter un wise. And yet all may have 
come from the same culture. Or take the individual: A man may 
hav e wretched table manners, but he may also paint beauti fully. 

A Gothic painting, of cour se, resembles other Gothic paint
ings infinitel y more than it resembles a painting by Rembrandt, and 
a Gothic painting may bear some resembla nces to Gothic architec 
tur e. It may even in some ways resemble medieval law - but then 
again, it may not. We do well when we try to see the hidden con
nections between things, but we do badly when we suppress the 
rich, individualizing details that give a wo rk its value and we see 
on ly some forced and not very interesting similar ity. It is useful to 
keep in mind Bishop Butler's words: "Everything is what it is, and 
not another thing." 

SAMPLE ESSAYS: TWO FORMAL ANALYSES 

The first analysis, by an undergraduate, include s a good deal 
of description and is conspicuous ly impersonal, but not ice th at 
even this apparently dispassionat e assertion of facts is shaped by a 
thesis: The sculpture successfully co mbin es a highly conve nti onal 
sym metrica l style, on the one hand, with mild asymmetry and a 
degree of realism on the other. 
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The second analysis, also by an undergraduate, is somewhat 
more personal (notice the opening sentence), but it, too, is chiefly 
a report on the object (how the form expresses content) rather than 
a report of casual impressions. 

Stephen Beer 

Formal Analysis: Prin ce Khunera as a Scribe 

Prince Khunera as a Scribe, a free-standing Egyp

tian sculpture twelve inches tall, now in the Museum 

of Fine Arts, Boston, was found at Giza in a temple 

dedicated to the father of the prince, King Mycerinus. 

The limestone statue may have been a tribute to that 

Fourth Dynasty king. 1 The prince, sitting cross-legged 

with a scr ib al tablet on his lap, rests his hands on 

his thighs. He wears only a short skirt or kilt. 

The statue is in excellent condition although it 

is missing its right forearm and hand. Fragments of 

the left leg and the scribe's tablet also have been 

lost. The l ack of any difference in the carving be

tween the bare stomach and the kilt suggests that 

these two features were once dif ferentiated by con

trasting paint that has now faded, but the only traces 

of paint remaining on the figure are b1ts of black on 

the hai r and eyes. 

The statue is symmetrical , composed along a verti

cal axis which runs from the crown of the head into 

the base of the sculpture. The sculptor has relied on 

1Museum label . 

Sample Essays: T1110 Formal A11alyses 

Egyptian, Seated Sta/tie of Prince K/11111era (or Kl111e11re) as a Scribe, Dynasty 
IV (2599-2571 B.c.). Yellow lime stone, 12". Museum of Fine Arts 
Boston. (Harvard-Boston Exp edition) ' 
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basic geometric forms in shaping the statue on either 

side of this axis. Thus. the piece could be described 

as a circle (the head) within a triangle (the wig) 

which sits atop a square and two rectangles (the 

torso. the crossed legs, and the base). The reliance 

on basic geometric forms reveals itself even in de

tails. for example, the forehead is depicted as a 

small triangle within the larger triangular form of 

the headdress. 

On closer inspection, however, one observes that 

the rigidity of both this geometric and symmetric or 

ganization is relieved by the artist's sensitivity to 

detail and by his ability as a sculptor. None of the 

shapes of the work is a true geometric form. The full, 

rounded face is more of an oval than a circle, but 

actually it is neither. The si lhouette of the upper 

part of the body is defined by softly undulating lines 

that represent the muscles of the arms and that modify 

the si mplicity of a strictly square shape. Where the 

prince's naked torso meets his kilt, just below the 

wai st, the sculptor has suggested portliness by al

lowing the form of the stomach to swell slightly. Even 

the ''circular'' navel is flattened into an irregular 

shape by the suggested weight of the body. The con

tours of the base. a simple matter at first glance, 

actually are not exactly four-square but rather are 

slightly curvilinear. Nor is the symmetry on either 

side of the vertical axis perfect: Both the mouth and 

the nose are slightly askew; the right and left fore -
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arms originally struc k different poses; and the left 

leg is given prominence over the right. These depar

tures from symmetry and from geometry enliven the 

statue. giving it both an individuality and a person

ality. 

Although most of the statue is carved in br oad 

planes, the scu lptor has paid particular attention to 

details in the head. There he attempted to render 

precisely and with apparent descriptive accuracy the 

details of the prince's face. The parts of the eye. 

for example - the eyebrow, eyelids, eyeballs, and 

sockets - are distinct. El sewhere the artist has not 

worked in such probing detail. The breasts. for exam

ple, are rendered in large forms. the nipples being 

absent. The attention to the details of the face sug

gests that the artist attempted to render a lifelike

ness of the prince himself. 

The prince 1s represented in a scribe's pose but 

without a scribe ' s tools. The prince is not actually 

doing anything. He merely sits. The absence of any 

open spaces (for example, between the elbows and the 

wai st) contributes to the figure's composure or self

containment. But if he sits, he sits attentively: 

There is nothing static here. The s light upward tilt 

of the head and the suggestion of an upward gaze of 

the eyes give the impression that the alert prince is 

attending someone else, perhaps his father the king . 

The suggestion in the statue is one of imminent work 

rather than of work in process. 
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Thus, the statue, with its variations from geomet

ric order, suggests the presence, in stone . of a par

ticular man. The pose may be standard and the outer 

form may appear rigid at first, yet the sculptor has 

managed to depict an individual. The details of the 

face and the overfleshed belly reveal an intent to 

portray a person, not just a member of the scribal 

profession. Surely when freshly painted these elements 

of individuality within the confines of conventional 

forms and geometric structure were even more compel

ling. 

Joan Daremo 

Edvard Munch's The Scream 

Is there a more unnerving work of art than Munch's 

lithograph of 1896? Even his painting of the same 

subject, two years earlier, by virtue of its color 

(rather than severely contrasting black and white 

spaces) seems less filled with anguish. This litho

gra ph is almost unbearably agitated: Although the two 

little boats seem to rest easily on the water, our 

eyes cannot rest on them, for the thrusting diagonals 

pull the eyes to the left rear, yet the compel l ing 

picture of the central anguished figure pulls them 

for ward agai n . Perhaps there is some ca lm in t he 

hea vens (although even in the sky the vigorous undu

lating horizonta l lines are full of motion) as well as 

in the water, but the isolated f igure in the center is 

Sample Essays: Two Formal A11alyses 
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Edvard Mun ch. The Scream (or The Shriek), 1896. Lithograp h, pr in ted 
in black, 20%" X 151½6''. Co llection, T he Museum of Mode rn Art , 
Ne w York. (Mat thew T. Me llon Fund) 
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surrounded by, and seems assaulted by, strongly con

flicting lines - at the right, verticals that crash 

into horizontals. and at the left. the diagonals. 

At the left, too, walking out of the picture and 

thus away from the ch ief figure, two fi gures stand 

near each other, forming, we might say, the society 

from which the central figure is excluded. But eve n 

these two figures are separated from each other by a 

narrow space (this is not a world in which someone can 

put an arm on another's shou l der) and. more important, 

by the fact that t hey are l ooking in different direc

tions. These two stiff passer s by apparently muse on 

the water, but the screami ng wobbly figure, whose 

bones seem to have dissolved from terror. averts it s 

eyes from (a nd cl oses it ears t o) the seething su r-

. ld · t (t he f1·gure seems se xle ss, almost a rounding wor ; 1 

skull, though some people per ce ive a female) faces 

nothing but us, or, r ath er, the empty sp ace which we 

occupy, for its eyes are not focused togeth er. 

3 
Writing a Comparison 

THE USES OF COMPA RISO N 

Analy sis frequ ently involves compar ing: Things are exa m
ined for th eir resembl ances to and differences from ot her things. 
Strictly speakin g, if one emphasizes th e differences rather th an 
the similariti es, one is contrasting rather than comparing, but 
we need not pre serv e this di stinction ; we can call both pro cesses 
co111pari11g. 

Alth ough yo ur inst ru ctor ma y ask yo u to wr ite a comp ariso n 
of tw o wo rk s o f art, the subject of the essay is the works. Co111pariso11 
is simp ly an effective analytic teclmiq11e to show some of the qu ali
ties of the wo rks. For exa mpl e, in a co urse in architecture yo u ma y 
compare two subway sta tion s (cons iderin g th e efficiency of th e pe
destri an patt erns, the amenities, and the esth etic qu alities) , with the 
result that yo u ma y come to und ersta nd both of them mor e fully; 
but a com parison of a subw ay station with a dormitor y, no matt er 
how elega ntl y w ritt en the com pari son is, can hardly teach th e read
er or the writer anything . 

Art h istorians almost always use compari son in discussing au
th enti city: A work of un certain attribution is com par ed with un
doubt ed ly genuin e wo rks, on th e assumpt ion th at if the uncertain 
work, wh en clo sely co mpar ed with genuine works, somewhow is 
mark edl y differe nt , perhaps in bru sh techniqu e, it is probably not 
genuin e desp ite superficial simil aritie s of, say, subj ect matt er and 
med ium . (Thi s assumption can be challenged - a give n art ist m ay 
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